MAJESTIC

1150 - 1300 - 1500 OC/AC
aquanaut.nl

Your Choices,
Your Taste
Life is a long chain of choices, which has led you to this unique moment, where you are about to purchase your very
own ship. Witha Majestic, you have chosen passion, craftsmanship and excellent quality.
Justly proud
These are the common denominators of all of the more than
1,300 solid, reliable and beautiful motor yachts we have built
by hand since 1961 at our own shipyard in the water city
of Sneek. This is the approach that allows Aquanaut to offer you ultimate sailing comfort. How? By always providing
room for personal choices. Your choices.
And whatever model you opt for, you will be justifiably proud of it. Not only because of the vessel’s perfect sailing
characteristics, but also because of the design and layout of
every single one of our yachts. These always show the marks
of good taste, because it is your taste! This also applies to
the marvellous Majestic.
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Aquanaut: Shipyard
on the move!
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THE MAJESTIC

Modern design with
a nod to the past

Stylish comfort
The Aquanaut Majestic is a worthy follower to the successful Aquanaut Privilege series. It is
with pride that we developed two models in the Majestic series: open cockpit or aft cabin.
Both available as 1150, 1300 and 1500 models.
Extensive series
This extensive series of stylish motor yachts has been developed by Jan Piet Bakker in
conjunction with the Aquanaut team, which has contributed its 50 year’s of valuable
collective experience to the design.
The Majestic is a contemporary design with an eye to the past. The modern interior projects
a warm feeling and the character of a real ship thanks to the application of wood tones. A
straight bow, plenty of glass all round, curved lines and modern colours are combined with
maintenance-free (imitation) teak details.
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THE MAJESTIC

Experience the
luxury feeling
Plenty of room to
enjoy yourself
The Majestic is a comfortable and spacious motor yacht. Moreover, and thanks to the straight bow,
there is much more interior room. The interior begins entirely forward, which is not possible with a
‘normal’ raked bow..
Extra floor space
With a traditional bow the beam of a ship is reached two meters behind the bow, whereas with the
Majestic’s straight bow the beam is reached after just one meter. Even more space is achieved
through the single chine keel. The keel remains extra wide up to the water’s surface which, in turn,
provides extra floor space.
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Panoramic views during
distant travels
The Majestic has a CE-B certificate, which means that all the European
inland and surrounding waters are within the limits of your sailing compass.
Ans wherever you go, the Majestic AC and OC have all round glazing in the
living area thus giving a fantastic panoramic views.

Go to wherever
you wish!

Generous-sized cabins
The AC offers both owner and guests wide double beds which are accessible
from all sides. The OC has generous-sized master cabin forward with a
French bed and two spacious guest cabins.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Majestic AC

Length overall
Beam
Draft
Air draft
Weight empty ca. kg
Tank capacity diesel
Tank capacity drinking water

1150 AC
11,65
4,00
1,10
2,45
14.000
500
500

1300 AC
13,15
4,50
1,15
3,00
20.000
800
800

1500 AC
14,95
4,95
1,20
3,10
28.000
1200
800

Tank capacities can be increased after mutual agreement, irrespective of your other choices.

SPECIFICATIONS

Majestic OC

Length overall
Beam
Draft
Air draft
Weight empty ca. kg
Tank capacity diesel
Tank capacity drinking water

1150 OC
11,65
4,00
1,10
2,45
14.000
500
500

1300 OC
13,15
4,50
1,15
3,00
20.000
800
800

1500 OC
14,95
4,95
1,20
3,10
28.000
1200
800

Tank capacities can be increased after mutual agreement, irrespective of your other choices.
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A water sports dream
for everyone
No owner is the
same, now wish is
the same
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Our goal is bringing the water sports dream within everyone’s reach. And
thanks to the standardisation of the Majestic, both the AC and OC are
available to many different customers.
You’r in control
But at Aquanaut, we are also very much aware that no two owners look for
exactly the same in their yacht. That is why we offer customers 100%
customisation options for the interior and exterior, at an agreed-upon
additional cost. You’re in control, in all areas! From colours to dimensions
and from materials to equipment.
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SERVICE

Service has a
name: Aquanaut
A passion for sailing is the motivation and driving force of the
Aquanaut family company. You will see this reflected in a good
and personal service and after sales support. Whoever buys an
Aquanaut becomes part of the family. You will receive the best
possible support in making the right choices throughout each
stage of building your yacht.
Service and maintenance
Similarly, after the inaugural launching of your yacht you can
count on support from Aquanaut. A two year guarantee with
calamity service ex wharf is standard. After the expiry of the
guarantee period you can rely on Aquanaut service and maintenance at costs commensurate with current market tariffs.
That is the advantage of a family concern with passion and a
long term vision. It is also demonstrated by a sound customer
satisfaction record. Many Aquanaut owners opt for another
Aquanaut when purchasing a new yacht.
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Beautiful experiences
need support
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Aquanaut Dutch Craftsmanship since 1961
Water and commerce, the city of Sneek has a rich history covering hundreds of years when it comes to shipping and ship
building. Water and ships are integral to our city’s culture. It is in the people’s hearts and DNA, and thus also in our company
and the professionals that work there. Our company is located practically in the heart of Sneek and covers an area of
almost 35000m2. All of Aquanaut’s company divisions are sited within this extensive area, such as: yacht building and yard,
boat rental, yacht brokerage, boathouses, yacht service and yacht harbour. Aquanaut thereby offers, since 1961, professional
craftsmanship from A to Z in the area of motor yachts.

Selfhelpweg 9
NL-8607 AB Sneek
The Netherlands
t +31(0)515 41 22 53
e sales@aquanaut.nl

aquanaut.nl

